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Chinese Edit Chinese History 1.0 for Mac trial Category:MacOS applications Category:Office suitesQ:
C++ exe compiled from a solution with multiple build configurations I have an application that has

multiple build configurations, Debug, Release and a Release 2B build configuration, the last 2 use some
special libraries that are only present in the Release 2B configuration. The Debug build configuration is

using the normal libraries in the Win32 mingw, which don't contain the special libraries, but are
configured to compile against the correct Visual Studio 2008/2010/2012 libraries. The problem is that I
compile the Debug version of the app and run it, it runs fine as it should, but I run the Release 2B build
and it fails as it can't find the missing libraries. A: The problem was that I was using a relative file path

and the 2B build's linker doesn't look in a relative path. q15_t *  pDst, uint32_t  numSamples, 3da54e8ca3
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